Adaptable, Ergonomic, Powerful
Start with a simple equation. One table with four leg configurations is a well-designed line of desking. Multiply it by 27" of height adjustability; add privacy screens and overheads and the product is Genesis. Divide this comprehensive system by its price to arrive at your office furniture solution.

The foundation of Genesis is a 29" fixed height table with a steel leg assembly that is the essence of durability and simplicity of design. Its simplicity doesn’t limit its applications, however. The unobtrusive leg and foot anchor worksurface shapes from the cockpit to the conference peninsula.

In an era of job-sharing, you may not be the only one your desk needs to accommodate. That’s where the crank adjustable table comes in. Because it relies on a worksurface-mounted mechanical crank, this table can be adjusted uniformly from 22-33" or 27-43" in a sit/stand version, even under load. And because this table is continuously adjustable across its range, you can find your perfect fit.

For the easiest adjustment over the greatest range, Genesis also boasts an electrically adjustable table. Standard table controls regulate the height from 24-51" with the push of a button, while an optional deluxe controller also contains a digital height display and stores up to three presets.

Fixed height and adjustable tables can also be combined in a single workstation to create a sit-stand environment that will allow you to comfortably accomplish tasks from both a standing and seated position.
Inspiration that Strikes the Modern Workplace
With all of its flexibility, the Genesis table sets the tone for an entire space dedicated to simple lines and maximally functional furniture.

Privacy screens and overheads have turned the Genesis line into a complete office system with the stylistic values of the signature table. Screens mount to table bases, providing privacy both above and below the worksurface without encroaching on desktop space.

Universal and Venus® Overheads put secure storage at your fingertips. Steel uprights support the cabinets, passing through grommets in the worksurface to attach securely to the fixed height table bases. For additional storage, mobile pedestal files can be used under any Genesis desking.

Power and data management accessories also enhance the clean lines of Genesis. Mini cable trays route stray cords behind table crossbraces. Similarly, wire troughs conceal components of the furniture’s optional 10-wire electrical distribution system.

Making the most of that system are PowerUp® modules, which bring data, telephone, and power receptacles to any Genesis desktop. In addition to a duplex receptacle, each module contains two data/comm jacks. When they are not in use, the entire module recess into the surface to leave an unobstructed work space.

Dual-adjustable worksurfaces also make work easier by providing a full-width keyboard platform. The front and rear sections of the surface can be adjusted independently or aligned as needed. The keyboard platform also tilts up to 15° to ease wrist strain.

Modern designs demand that every piece of furniture be as functional as it is appealing. From the low-profile bases to the desktop accessories, Genesis tables meet those demands with a style all their own.
The office environment is dynamic. In addition to priorities being shifted, duties reassigned, and procedures modified, the way we do work has even come into question. Whether you orchestrate these changes or are just carried along by them, Genesis has features to keep pace with you.

In the past few years, research has focused on the negative health effects of prolonged sitting at work, going so far as to call it the “sitting disease” and link sitting time to chronic conditions. With even the American Medical Association calling for employers to provide alternatives to sitting, the standing desk gained popularity, and quickly attracted the attention of researchers who concluded that standing comes with its own health effects including “strain on the circulatory system, legs, and feet.”

These waves have brought us to the current interest in sit-stand environments that encourage movement and changes in position to reap the benefits of both sitting and standing while avoiding the negative effects of maintaining a stationary posture. Genesis helps create these environments in two ways.

Both the crank and electric height adjustable table bases have vertical ranges of 16” or more, allowing you to work comfortably in a seated or standing position. These table mechanisms also operate easily under load, allowing you to change the height of your worksurface throughout the day to better suit your tasks.

In workstations that include more than one surface, you can also create a sit-stand environment that doesn’t require readjusting the height of your desk throughout the day. Using tables of different heights to establish separate zones for standing and sitting work will still keep you moving, but result in faster transitions between tasks and more efficiency.

As our use of technology and the way we work continues to evolve, the modern workspace will have to evolve as well. Desking that anticipates your needs is the only answer for a workplace with variable demands.
Modesty Panels - are created by screens which extend both above and below the worksurface to provide privacy for the user.

PowerUp® - units provide 2 electrical receptacles along with 2 data/communication jack locations on the worksurface.

Glides - adjust up to 1" to provide secure support on uneven floors.

| Standing | | Seated |
|----------|----------|
| Electric | 24" - 51"| Fixed | 29" |
| Crank    | 27" - 43"| Crank | 22" - 33" |
SHOWROOM APPOINTMENTS

Take the opportunity to try before you buy and visit our showroom located in Tumwater Washington. Correctional Industries' knowledgeable and friendly staff will assist you in finding the products and services that are right for you. Or check out our design center and select from a variety of fabric and laminate samples, pick up our newest catalogs and brochures, or come in for a personalized chair demonstration. To schedule an appointment please call our Administrative Sales Assistant at 360.725.9100.

Correctional Industries
801 88th AVE SE
Tumwater, WA 98501

DIRECTIONS FROM I-5
Take the Scott Lake Exit 99 and travel East on 93rd Ave SW. Continue through two all-way stops, and turn left onto Tilley Road S (Tilley becomes 88th Ave SE). Enter the Washington State Light Industrial Park on your right. Visitor parking is in the front.

MISSION STATEMENT

Correctional Industries is committed to maintain and expand work training programs which develop marketable job skills, instill and promote positive work ethics, and reduce the tax burden of corrections.